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Problem of knowledge analysis for decision support system is the most difficult taskAbstract
of information systems. this paper presents a new approach based on notions of mathematical
theory of Rough Sets to solve this problem. Using these concepts a systematic approach has
been developed to reduce the size of decision database and extract reduced rules set from
vague and uncertain data. The method has been applied to an imprical medical database with
large scale data size and the final reduced and core rules has been extracted using concepts of
this theory.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Informat ion is often ava ilable in a form of
databases known as informat ion systems or
attribute - value tables. The most difficult task
of information systems is knowledge analysis for
de cisio n makin g p ro ce ss. Co lu mn s o f an
information table are labled by attributes, rows
by objects and entries of the table are attribute
values. Objects having the same attribute values
are indiscernible with respect to these attributes
[1].

R ough Se ts Theory is a new approach to
data analysis which has attracted atten tion of
many researchers all over the world [2,3,4]. This
theory overlaps with many other theories such
as Fuzzy set theory [5], Evidence theory [6] and
Boolean reasoning methods [7], nevertheless it
ca n b e vie we d in it s o wn r igh t s, a s a n
independent disipline [8].

This methodology has found many real - life

applications in engineer ing [9, 10], medicine
[11], image processing [12], and so on. The
proposed approach has many advantages such
as:
É Provides   efficient   algorithm   for   finding
       hidden pattern in data.
É   Finds minimal Sets of data.
É   Evalutes significance of data.
É It  is  Easy  to  understand   and   offers
        straightforward   interpretation   of results.

The main aspect of this art icle has focused
on the core concepts of Rough Sets Theory and
how to use it to reduce the size of the decision
making processes to re sult in an evident and
exact rule - based system from vague databases.

2. ROUGH SETS THEORY
FUNDAMENTALS

T he t h eo ry o f ro u gh se t s has bee n u n de r
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continuous development for over recent years.
The theory was originated by Z dzislaw Pawlak
in 1970's as a result of a long term program of
fundamental research on logical properties of
information systems, carried out by him and a
group of logicians from Polish Academy of
Sciences and the University of Warsaw, Poland
[13].

The metho dology is con ce rne d with the
classificatory analysis of imprecise, uncertain or
incomplete information or knowledge expressed
in terms of data acquired from experience. The
primary notions of the theory of rough sets are
the approximation space and lower and upper
approximations of a set . This process is called
gron e llin g. T h e ap p ro xima t ion sp ace is a
classificat io n o f th e domain of in te r e st in to
disjoint categories. The classification formally
represents our knowledge about the domain, i.e.
the knowledge is understood here as an ability
to characterize all classes of the classification,
for example , in te rms of feature s of object s
belonging to the domain. O bjects belobging to
the same category are not distinguishable, which
means that their membership status with respect
to an arbit rary subse t of the domain may not
always be clear ly definable . This fact leads to
the de fin it ion of a set in te rms of lower and
upper approximations. The lower approximation
is a description of the domain objects which are
known with certainty to belong to the subset of
interest , whereas the upper approximation is
description of the objects which possibly belong
to the subset . Any subse t defined through its
lower and upper approximations is called "rough
set".

The main specific problems addressed by the
theory of rough sets are [8]:
1. R epresentat ion of uncer tain or imprecise

knowledge.
2. Empirical learning and knowledge acquisition

from experience.
3. Knowledge analysis.
4. Analysis of conflicts.
5. E valuat ion of the quality of the available

information with respect to its consistency
and the presence or absence of repe tit ive

data patterns.
6. Id e n t ifica t io n a n d e va lu a t io n o f da t a

dependencies.
7. Approximate pattern classification.
8. Reasoning with uncertainty.
9. Information - preserving data reduction.

3. BASIC DEFINITIONS

Some basic definitions appear below, followed
by a somewhat trivial example to demonstrate
some basic concepts.

G iven a se t of objects, O BJ, a set of object
at t r ibute s, AT, a se t of values, VAL, and a
function f: OBJ * AT à VAL, so that each
object is described by the values of its attributes,
we define an equivalence relation R(A), where
A is a subset of AT: given two objects, o1 and
o2; o1 R(A) o2 óf(o1, a) = f(o2, a), for all a in
A We say o1 and o2 are indiscern ible (with
respect to at tr ibutes in A). Now, we use th is
r e la t io n t o p a r t i t io n t h e u n ive r se in t o
equivalence classes, {e0, e1, e2, ..., en} = R*(A).
The pair (OBJ, R) forms an approximation space
with which we approximate arbitrary subsets of
OBJ referred to as concepts.

Given O, an arbitrary subset of OBJ, we can
app ro xima te O by a u nion o f equiva le nce
classes:
The LOWER approximation of O (also known
as the POSITIVE region):

LO WE R (O ) = PO S (O ) = 

i                                                 Union {e  subset  O}
The UPPER approximation of O:
U PPE R (O ) = U nion {ei \ inte rse t O \ 
                                                              not = empty}
NEG (O) = OBJ - POS (O)
BND (O) = UPPER (O) - LOWER (O)

The latter definition is called BOUNDARY.
The most common definit ion of a rough set is
that a roughly definable set is a set, O, such that
BND (O) is non-empty. So a rough set is a set
d e f in e d o n ly b y i t s lo we r a n d u p p e r
approximations. A set, O , Whose boundary is
empty, is exactly definable.
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TABLE 1. Prototype Database.

DecisionEducationName
NoHigh SchoolAli
YesHigh SchoolMaryam
NoElementaryHassan
YesUniversityHossein
YesDoctorateFatemeh

If a subset of at tributes, A, is sufficien t to
create a partition R* (A) which exactly defines
O , t h e n we sa y t h a t A is a r e d u ct . T h e
intersection of all reducts is known as the core.
It must be noted that this is the simplest model
and there are several probabilistic versions.

Often we use rough set theory for inductive
learning description:
description [POS (O)] à Positive decision class
descr ip tion [NE G (O )] à Negat ive
                                                          decision  class
de scr ip t ion [BND (O )] àProbabilist ically
                                            positive decision class

The simple following example reviews the
meanings of the above concepts. Assume the
above table which shows the relations among
educational level and porospected job of five
persons:

So, the set of posit ive examples of people
with good job prospects:
      O =   {Maryam, Hossein, Fatemeh} 
The set of attributes:
      A =   { Education }
The equivalence classes:
    R * (A)  =  {     {(Ali,Maryam),(H assan),(Hossein),
                                                               (Fatemeh)                                  }
The lower approximation and positive region:
         P O S ( O ) = L O W E R ( O ) =  {Ho ssein
       Fatemeh   }
The negative region:
        NEG (O) =    {Hassan }
The boundary region:
        BND (O) =    {Ali, Maryam}
The Upper approximation:
        UPPER  (O)  =  POS (O)  +  BND (O)  = {Ali,
                                   Maryam, Hossein, Fatemeh                  }
U sing these defin it ions, decision rules will be
derived as:
       des [POS (O)] à Yes

des [Neg (O)] à No
des [BND (O)] à Possibly Yes or No
That is:
( E duca t io n , U n ive rsit y) O r ( E u du ca t io n ,
Doctorate) à Good prospects
(Education, Elementary) à No good prospect
(E du cat ion , H igh schoo l) à Possible good
prospect

4. PROBLEM STATEMENT

We h ave a diagn o sis da t abase wh ich h as
compressed the expertness of especialists and
experiment results about a special disease. This
d a t ab ase su ch a s sh o wn in T a b le 2 h a s
composed of five mesurement data A1, ..., A5,
including   the values  of  Ca2+, NaH PO    4, P , K+

and Fe3+ , re spect ively for 24 diffe rent cases
wh ich h ave b e e n n o r ma lize d t o be in a
comparable range H (High), M (Medium) and
L (Low). These five parame te rs have been
interpreted as attributes.

Th e classificat io n o f each stat e is made
according to an expert and has classified by two
possible outputs <Yes> and <No> which show if
the case is under disease or not , respective ly.
O ne of the basic problems in th is database is
vagueness of decisions and uncertain relation
between object - attribute value and its result
(decision column). It is obvious that the larger
size of the database , the more difficu lt ies in
decision process. H ence, we propose a method
based on rough sets theory to reduce the size of
foregoing information system and to classify the
da t a e nt r ie s t o e ase t he de cisio n makin g
procedure.

5. ROUGH SET BASED
REDUCTION APPROACH

The algorithm of the reduction of a decision
table can be shown using algebric developments
o r base d o n lo gica l r e la t io n s [14]. M an y
algorithms have been developed to reduce the
co n dit io n s an d h ave be e n u se d in ma n y
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TABLE 2. Medical Decision Making Table.

Attributes
Decision

A5A4A3A2A1

YHHMHL
YHHLML
YLHHHM
NHHLLM
YMHLLL
YLHLMM
NLHMHL
NHHHLM
NLHMML
NLHLML
YHHLHM
NHHMML
YLMMML
YLMHLM
NHLMHL
YMLHMM
NLHMHM
NHHHLM
NHHMLH
YHLMHH
YHMLLH
NHHMMH
YHHHHM
YMHLLL

problems [7,2], but they have some difficult ies
which effect on their usefulness [11]. In th is
paper we present a modified procedure which
collect the use and avoid the abuse of algorithm
presented in References 7 and 2.

Basic steps in data analysis which can be
tackled employing the rough set approach are
the following:

É Characterization of set of objects in terms of
     attribute values;
É  Finding dependenceies (total or partial)
     between attributes;
É Reduction of superfluous attributes (data);
É Decision rule generation.

This theory offers simple algorithms to conduct
the above steps and enables st ra ight forward
interpretation of obtained results.

The first step of the algorithm is to verify if
any attribute can  be  eliminated  by repetition or not. In
this  database  no  attribute  is  similar  for  all  of
the samples. but there are some rows (samples

TABLE 3. Resultant Decision Table.

Attributes
Decision

A5A4A3A2A1

YHHMHL
YHHLML
YLHHHM
YMHLLL
YLHLMM
YHHLHM
YLMMML
YLMHLM
YMLHMM
YHLMHH
YHMLLM
YHHHHM
NHHLLM
NLHMHL
NHHHLM
NLHMML
NMHLML
NMHMML
NMLMHL
NMHMHM
NHHMLM
NHHMMH

or object s) which are ident ical, for example
rows 5 and 24, 8 and 18. then resultant table has
been shown in Table 3.

The next step is to verify if the decision table
contains only indispensable attributes. This task
can be accomplished eliminat ing step by step
each attribute and verifying if the table gives the
correct classification. For this aim, we must
examine all of the samples whithout considering
one of the att ributes and find out whe ther or
not the decision re sult changes and continue
this method for all other attributes. U sing this
algorithm when the attribute A1 is eliminated,
we can verify that the rows 5 and 17 in Table 2
have the same entries but their decision results
a r e d i f f e r e n t , so t h e a t t r ib u t e A 1 is
indispensable . After following this step for all
four  other  attributes,  we  can  realize  that
eliminating attribute A2, the rows 1 and 18 have
the  same difficulty. Hence,  A2 in not dispensable,
too. But if the attributes A3 and A4 have been
eliminated, then all of the data and results are
compat ible , there for thses two attr ibutes are
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TABLE 4. Decision Table with Indispensable Attributes.

Attributes
Decision

A5A2A1

YHHL
YHML
YLHM
YMLL
YLMM
YHHM
YLML
YLLM
YMMM
YHHH
YHLH
YHHM
NHLM
NLHL
NHLM
NMML
NMML
NMHL
NMHM
NHLM
NHMH

dispensable and can be removed. Finally, if the
Attribute A5 has been eliminated then the rows
1 an d 14 h ave t he same se t of en t r ie s but
different results. Table 4 presents this resultant
set of objects.

Now, we can apply reduction mechanism to
decrease the size of latter database. Using this
approach the Table 5 has heen resulted and we
can compute the core of the se t of samples.
This computation can be done eliminating each
at t r ibute st ep by ste p , and ve r ifyin g if t he
de cision t able co nt in ue s to be con sist en t .
A pp lyin g th is p roce du re fo r o bje ct 1, fo r
instance, we can see that eliminating attribute
A1  preserves  consistency in the table , and so
does it for attribute A2 , but not for attribute A3

(eliminating this attribute results inconsistence
between rows 1 and 13). The results of applying
this procedure for each objects of Table 4 has
been represented in Table 6. This database
shows the core of decision table and Table 7
contains the reduct of each object.

According to the latt e r table , knowledge
existent in the Table 1 can be expressed by the
following rules:

{( A3 is H ) or ( A3 is H and A 1 is L) orIf

TABLE 5. Decision Table with Reduced Objects.

Attributes
Decision

A5A2A1
YHHL
YHML
YLHM
YMLL
YLMM
YHHM
YLML
YLLM
YMMM
YHHH
YHLH
NLHL
NMML
NMHL
NMHM
NHLM
NHMH

(A1 is M and A3 is L) or (A2 is H and A3 is

H) or (A3 is L) or (A2 is M and A3 is L) or (A1

is M an d A 2 is M ) o r ( A 1 is H an d A2 is

L)}
(Decision is Y)then

{(A1 is L and A2 is H and A3 is L) or (A1 isIf

L and A2 is M and A3 is M) or (A2 is H and A3

is M ) o r ( A 1 is M a n d A 2 is L a n d A 3

is H) or (A1 is H and A2 is M)}
(Decision is N)then

and using logical ar ithmet ic we can express
these rules by:

{(A3 is H) or (A3 is L) or (A1 is M and A2 isIf

M) or (A1 is H and A2 is L)}
(Decision is Y)then

(A2 is H ) and [( A1 is L and A 3 is L) orIf

(A3 is M)] or (A2 is M)

and [(A1 is L and A3 is M) or (A1 is H )] or

(A1 is M and A2 is L and A3 is H)

(Decision is N)then

which shows the explicit and essential rules for

decision making.
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TABLE 6. Core of Database.

Attributes
Decision

A5A2A1
YH____

YH__L
YL__M
YHH__

YL____

YHH__

YLM__

YL__M
Y__MM
YHH__

Y__LH
NLHL
NMML
NMH__

NMH__

NHLM
N__MH

6. CONCLUSION

Knowledge base is one of the most important
par t s of in t e lligent systems which cont ains
information and expertness of especialists. The
knowledge acquisit ion mechanism is the most
d iff icu lt t a sk du r in g t h e co n st ru ct io n o f
information system.

R ough set theory presents a method which
applying it we can extract the main aspects of
info rma t io n and e sse n t ia l dat a , usin g th e
notions of gronelling of universe of discourse,
core and reduct of data base.

In this paper a systematic approach has been
p ro pe rsed based o n R o ugh Se t Th eo ry t o
trarsform vague data in a reduced set of rules.
This me thod has been based on the logical
concepts and uses arithmetic tools to reduce the
size o f d a t ab a se a n d r e su lt s in co r e o f
knowledge.
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